Editorial "Nobody [in my doctoral program] taught me how to teach." This revealing statement, unfortunately, rings true for those attending most doctoral programs. The statement is actually more of an observation than a complaint. At some level, it smacks of being a "badge of honor," in that the understatement is, "I learned to teach in spite of no formal training to do so during my doctoral experience."
Why is this acceptable? Why is this a common, and truth be told well-recognized, phenomenon in higher education, but not remediated? Universities were founded to teach students. Students provide compensation for our services. Yet, ostensibly, those doing the teaching began their profession with a very peculiar void in their training. Such a void is not tolerated in other professions.
Without much serious reflection on this peculiar problem by those responsible for directing doctoral programs, the readied response is likely to be the following: The objective of the PhD curriculum and doctoral experience is the development of researchers-developing the craft of teaching is secondary and something we hope will come in due time (Menand, 2010) . While this objective is important, the vast majority of faculty in university will spend the majority of their time teaching. So why do we not invest more time in teaching doctoral students how to teach?
As noted in the inaugural "Message from the Editor in Chief" in this new journal and inscribed in the logo for our journal, the major functions of faculty are Teaching, Research, Practice, and Service (Gambescia, 2015) . The percent effort to these four functions may vary from faculty member to faculty member, and efforts change, given the career stage and responsibilities of the faculty member, but at some time and in some significant amount, effort is dedicated to teaching. Thus, it is reasonable that a doctoral student have some formal training in pedagogy.
What is the state of teaching doctoral students how to teach in universities? Does this void vary from country to country? Why do some programs provide pedagogical training at some level and others provide little to nothing? Are there model pedagogy-preparation programs to emulate in health education and public health? Are there movements afoot, now or historically, to enhance the doctoral curriculum in this area? Investigation into and commentary on these questions are of interest to this journal. Please consider submissions to Pedagogy in Health Promotion that address these questions. To discuss ideas for investigation in this area, please feel free to contact me.
